Chatting with Glue*
cognitive tools for augmented conversation
O

ur conversations have a memory problem

online and offline
they meander and swerve focus,

jumping between synchronous and asynchronous
wonderfully generative, yet hopelessly

stunted and often irretrievable
I mean, you send your friend some ideas and
and?

...

2 DAYS LATER
and uh
oh
see?? exactly!

*a comic exposition
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Chapter 1: The Paradox of Chat
when we converse, we exchange information

(2)
(1)

but we don’t just talk

(4)
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as soon as we open our mouths, we start to think

articulating our models
(5)

updating our beliefs
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making connections
and certainly producing a lot of insight along the way
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but it’s so easy
to encode
blahour utterances into:
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and our devices,
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are conversational media that have accidentally

(11)

engraved
and

line
ari
ze
d
our thinking
as if our conversations weren’t designed, but transcribed
but this is a problem.

a contradiction.
there’s a lot of richness in conversation
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structured information

(12)

notetakers and sketchnoters know this well)

(

this richness is most abundant in the
minds participating
for any single thought can be expressed
with uncountably many phrases

every concept, every keyword we
recognize fans out into dozens more

the best speakers endow each
word with deliberate meaning)
(

and as ideas sprout from our mind-trees

they’re enriched and diversified by others
multiplying in volume
weighing down supple branches

falling into articulation
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and this is no coincidence: our thoughts
activate in patterns of association

through densely-connected roots
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and galactic rhizomes
(17)

hat does this suggest about conversation?

W

not only is it more rich than
our utterances alone

(19)

but it’s nonlinear

and never complete

m I suggesting conversation is a circle?

A

a disintegration loop?

The Disintegration Loops
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hardly. I love the snappy back-and-forth,

The Social Network
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(conversation by Aaron Sorkin)

the story
and the bleak understatement
of a good conversation
but what happens when we expand the
conversational medium?
how can we go beyond a linear, temporal,
low-bandwidth activity
without getting in the way
of the sublime symbiosis of speaking?

The progressive homogenization of personalities and
personal relationships cannot be stemmed without a
retooling of society.
Ivan Illich, Tools for Conviviality

